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Spin dynamics in highly polarized silver at negative absolute temperatures

P. J. Hakonen, K. K. Nummila, and R. T. Vuorinen
Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology, 02150 Espoo, Finland

(Received 6 August 1991)

We have studied the spin dynamics of highly polarized silver nuclei at negative absolute temperatures
up to inverted polarizations p=-—70%. The measured NMR spectra at B=0.4 and 0.8 mT display a
clear inverted suppression-enhancement effect, arising from an interaction between the two spin species,

Ag and ' Ag. The averaged interaction-field description accounts well for the intensity ratio of the
isotopic NMR lines. The frequency difference of the absorption maxima has been used to study the
merging and repulsion of the NMR modes at large negative polarizations. At B=0.2 mT, our spectra
display only a single exchange-merged line, indicating that the two isotopes act as like spins. The transi-
tion from a single NMR line to two separate lines proceeds in a similar fashion as at positive tempera-
tures. No effects attributable to the tendency of ferromagnetic alignment of spins at T(0 were ob-
served.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spin dynamics in highly polarized metals has been
studied previously in copper by Ekstrom et a/. , in thalli-
um by Eska and Schuberth, ' and in silver by Oja, Anni-
la, and Takano. ' Characteristic to these metals is that
they contain two stable isotopes with slightly different
gyromagnetic ratios y, which leads to interesting phe-
nomena owing to coupling between the two isotopic
NMR lines in small magnetic fields. Ekstrom et al. ob-
served the so-called suppression-enhancement effect of
the NMR lines where the peak at higher-resonance fre-
quency is enhanced at the expense of the line at the small-
er frequency. They used the equations of motion for the
two magnetizations, including the molecular interaction
fields, to relate the measured intensity ratio of the isoto-
pic lines to the interaction parameter R [see Eq. (3)
below]; this scheme was also applied by Oja, Annila, and
Takano who obtained R = —2.5+0.5 for silver.

The studies on thallium ' have displayed more puz-
zling behavior than silver or copper. Thallium has a
large ferromagnetic exchange interaction, on the basis of
which ferromagnetic ordering has been expected. The
measurements have revealed a splitting, even to multiple
peaks, of the NMR line at high polarizations. This has
been interpreted as trapping of spin-wave modes on im-
purities formed by the less abundant isotope (30 at. % of

Tl) in the matrix of Tl. Another explanation was
proposed by Oja, Annila, and Takano who showed, us-
ing second-order perturbation theory, that a resplitting of
a merged NMR line is possible at large polarizations ow-
ing to competition between the merging of NMR lines by
thermal fiuctuations and the ordinary repulsion of energy
levels, since these two opposing tendencies have different
polarization dependencies. Oja, Annila, and Takano
have also made experiments to study these phenomena in
silver up to polarizations of 70%%uo.

We have extended these studies into the range of nega-
tive absolute temperatures where inverted polarizations

up to p —= —70% have been reached. Nuclear magnetism
and magnetic ordering at negative absolute temperatures
have been studied in insulators. Similar investigations
are much more involved in metals, first because it takes
more effort to achieve high polarizations and, second, be-
cause eddy currents make the production of a large in-
verted population difficult.

At negative temperatures an isolated spin system tries
to maximize its energy instead of minimizing it. This
means that the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction in
silver prefers ferromagnetic alignment of spins at nega-
tive temperatures. This tendency might influence the
merging of the NMR lines and make the behavior of
silver at T (0 resemble more the behavior in thallium.

Our results indicate, however, no drastic difference in
the merging behavior of silver at positive and negative
absolute temperatures. We find a clear inverted suppres-
sion enhancement at T(0: The peak at the lower fre-
quency is enhanced, while the peak at higher frequency is
suppressed. This observation is in accordance with the
averaged interaction field model of Ref. 1 when the mag-
netizations are inverted. By comparing the measured
NMR frequencies with the calculated modes, we deduce
the magnitude of the merging term, which is in accor-
dance with the calculations by Karimov and Shchegolev
and by Oja, Annila, and Takano.

Natural silver has two species with spin S =
—,': 51.8

at. %%uoof 'A gan d48.2at. %of 'Ag . Thes e isotopes
also have slightly different gyromagnetic ratios,
p io7/2m = 1 .723 MHz/T and y, 09/2m = 1 .9807 MHz/T.
The Harniltonian in silver is a sum of the dipolar and in-
direct Ruderrnan-Kittel exchange interactions, in addi-
tion to the Zeeman energy, viz. ,

H =Hd;„+H„+HZ

=(po/8m. )A' g y, y I,. A," I —AB. g y, I, ,

where 8 is the external magnetic field, po is the vacuum
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permeability, and the spin-spin interaction matrix, con-
tributing to Hd;„and H„, is

(2)

The dominating spin-spin energy is the nearest-neighbor
exchange interaction whose magnitude may be estimated
from the NMR experiment by Poitrenaud and Winter, '

using a linewidth analysis which yields
~
J~/h =26.5 Hz.

The sign of J is negative, as determined by Oja, Annila,
and Takano in cross-relaxation experiments; i.e., the in-
teraction is antiferromagnetic. Recently, similar values
ha~ e also been obtained from first-principles band-
structure calculations. "'

According to mean-field theory, the effective field B,ff,
seen by individual spins when 8 ))8&„=35pT, can be
written as

B,fr =B+po(R +L D)pM„—, ,

where R =g; JJ/(papy A' ) and M„,=pyR/2; p is the
number density of atoms and y is the weighted average of
the two isotopic y; s. The dipolar interaction contributes
to the Lorentz and shape-dependent demagnetization
fields, which give rise to the factors L =

—,
' and D, respec-

tively. 8,& determines the NMR frequencies of the
noninteracting isotopic NMR lines in Eq. (6) below.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Our silver sample consists of 48 polycrystalline foils
with dimensions 8X0.025X65 mm, oriented along the
x, y, and z directions, respectively. The nominal purity is
99.99+duo. Every foil was folded once (to 4 mm width)
and grouped with six others into a structure where each
U-shaped foil ties two adjacent foils together to form a
rigid structure. A 7-pm layer of Si02 powder was used to
keep the foils electrically isolated from each other. This
construction resulted in a vibration-free, rigid structure
whose demagnetization factors, however, were not very
well defined and had to be found experimentally.

The static field along the x or y axis is produced by two
superconducting saddle-shaped coils (lengths 60 and 65
mm); B, is generated with a solenoid 70 mm long. All
coils, wound of 50-pm multifilamentary NbTi supercon-
ducting wire, are located on a coil former (P = 14 mm) in-
side a brass radiation shield (/=16. 5 mm). The latter
has four cuts symmetrically along its length to reduce
eddy currents which could prevent rapid changes in the
experimental magnetic field. The astatically wound pick-
up coil is oriented along the z axis. The NMR spectra
were measured by sweeping the frequency in a manner
originally described by Ehnholm et al. ' The data re-
ported by us were taken with the static field along the y
axis, perpendicular to the foils, aiming at the symmetric
situation D =1 and D =D, =O, which would be advan-
tageous for the data analysis. However, this was not
quite true for our sample: By measuring NMR shifts due
to small polarization at O. l —0.2-mT fields in the x and y
directions, we obtained D:D -=1:3,and therefore we es-
timate D =0.25, D =0.75, and D, =O.

The experiments were performed in the double-stage
nuclear demagnetization apparatus in Helsinki. ' Ther-
mometry was based on the susceptibility of ' Pt in plati-
num wires, calibrated against Be and W superconducting
fixed points. For details of the cooling process and exper-
imental techniques, we refer to Ref. 15. The demagneti-
zation procedure in these experiments was slightly
modified: We employed degaussing of the second magnet
(+7.4 T~ —0. 1 T~+0.02 T~O) to guarantee proper
operation of the superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) measurement system, susceptible to flux
creep and vibrational noise in the presence of a remnant
field. Fortunately, this degaussing scheme did not sub-
stantially decrease the maximum initial polarization of
p =85% achieved in the experiments.

Since all averaged interaction fields are proportional to
the polarization of the nuclear spins, the determination of
this quantity is important for our studies. The polariza-
tion of the silver spin system was found from the mea-
sured area of the NMR absorption signal, at fields
8 ))B„„according to

(4)

where A is a calibration constant. We used a static
measuring field of 0.20 mT because then the separate
identity of the ' Ag and ' Ag spins is largely lost and
there is only one sharp line, which is easy to integrate
[see Fig. 1(a)]. The calibration, described fully in Ref. 15,
was made around 1 mK, where the initial polarization of
silver nuclei could be calculated reliably from the mea-
sured temperature.

The production of negative absolute temperatures,
which requires a population inversion of energy levels,
was performed by a rapid reversal of the solenoidal mag-
netic field 8, in a time shorter than the spin-spin relaxa-
tion time v.2—= 10 ms. The experimental coil system and
radiation shield were especially designed to reduce eddy
currents, which were supposed to have been the main
obstacle in previous attempts of polarization inver-
sion. ' ' The field used in the rapid reversal was about
400 pT. Our best inversion efficiency was 90%, which
was obtained at small initial polarizations of the order of
p =30%%uo. At the initial polarization of p—=85%, the
efficiency was typically 60—75%. Therefore, polariza-
tions at T (0 were limited to p —= —65%.

During an experiment, the spin system continuously
"cooled down" owing to the spin-lattice relaxation; the
electronic temperature of 0.2 mK yields ~, -=10 h. This
relaxation rate is small enough so that a few NMR spec-
tra at 0.2 and 0.4 (0.8) mT could be measured without
any noticeable change in polarization. After each set of
spectra, the system was heated up by a 5—20-sec rf pulse,
applied at 8 =0, which changed the polarization of the
spins by about 10—20%.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 displays examples of NMR line shapes mea-
sured at 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 mT. The curves at 0.2 mT show
only a single line, which indicates that the two isotopes
act like equals and produce a narrow, exchange-merged
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ably [see Fig. 1(b)]. The dashed lines in Fig. 3 show the
frequency difference of the absorption maxima calculated
from Eqs. (5) and (6) with the same parameters as in the
case of the intensity ratio.

There is a clear difference between the dashed curves
based on the model of Ekstrom et al. ' and the measured
frequency shift in Fig. 3. The fact that we are studying
the frequency differences of the modes eliminates the pos-
sibility that shape-dependent interaction fields or rem-
nant fields could be the origin. Therefore, the difference
can be attributed to the merging term, caused by thermal
fluctuations, which is not included in molecular-field
theory. According to the second-order perturbation ex-
pansion by Oja, Annila, and Takano without the pseudo-
dipolar interactions, the change in the angular frequency
difference 27r(f, o9 f]Q7) owing to this term is of the
form

where Ay =y &o9
—y &O7 and where we have approximated

the abundances of the two isotopes with 0.5; in the limit

b,r]7„=+ p gJ,.
1

8A dyB
(8)

which, however, is already included in the internal field
equations.

When the merging term of Eq. (7),
g;J;~/h =8430 Hz, is included, ' we obtain a fairly
good agreement between theory and the measured 6f as
displayed by the solid lines in Fig. 3. Unfortunately,
since the value of R is not well known independently, we
cannot conclude much from the experimental polariza-
tion dependence of the merging term: A constant value
would fit our data almost equally well if the employed
R = —2.33 were changed to be a little more negative.
The present value has been selected as a compromise be-
tween the fits at 0.4 and 0.8 m T; slightly more weight was
given to the latter set of data since the peaks are more
clearly separated at 0.8 than at 0.4 m T.

p ~0 this formula coincides with the result of Karimov
and Shchegolev. The second-order p expansion has
also a repulsion term
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FIG. 2. Intensity ratio of the NMR absorption lines,
IIQ7/IlQ9 as a function of polarization at (a) B =0.411 mT and
(b) B =0.822 mT. Solid curves are fits to Eqs. (5) and (6) with
R +L = —2.0, dotted curve in (a) with R+L = —2.5; see text.

FIG. 3. Frequency difference of the absorption maxima,
hf =f,Q9 f]Q7 as a function of polarization at (a) 8 =0.411
mT and (b) B =0.822 mT. Dashed curves are fits to Eqs. (5) and
(6) with R +L = —2.0, and solid curves include the effect of the
merging term in Eq. (7); see text.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have made detailed investigations of
nuclear spin dynamics in a metal at T &0. We have stud-
ied the transition from a single NMR line to two separate
lines in silver at strong negative polarizations. The ob-
served gradual transformation proceeds in a similar
fashion as at positive temperatures, except that the role
of the ' Ag and ' Ag nuclei are interchanged; the trans-
formation can be accounted for by spin dynamics em-
ploying averaged interaction fields. Despite the fact that

the antiferromagnetic interaction results in a ferromag-
netic tendency at T &0, no effects were observed which
would equal those observed in thallium with ferromag-
netic exchange. '
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